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PRAYER TO REMOVE DEMONICS 

 

Dear Heavenly Father, I come before you in the Name of Jesus.  I speak as the head and not the 
tail.  (Deut. 28:13) 

I command the spirit of satan, strongest spirit attached to (my generational lines, ungodly soul 
ties, masonic attachments, bitter root judgment, personal sin, or removed alters) to speak for and 
pull to itself all attached heads of the spirit of satan; all attached heads of the spirit of witchcraft, 
with all heads of mind control; all heads of python with all python eggs; all Indian heads of 
witchcraft; all Jezebel and Ahab heads of witchcraft with all attached infirmities, mental and 
physical; all heads of rejection; all heads of fear; all heads of perversion; all heads of idolatry; all 
heads of leviathan with all leviathan eggs; and all heads of murder.  

I command the spirit of satan, in the Name of Jesus, to speak for and pull to itself all (me 
generational lines, ungodly soul ties, masonic attachments, bitter root judgment, personal sin, or 
removed alters) spirits, strongmen and families, spoken and unspoken.   

In the Name of Jesus, I serve notice to the spirit of satan and I say that if any spirits attached to 
me try to deceive me and stay, that the warring angels will station them at the feet of Jesus Christ 
to worship Him as King of Kings and Lord of Lords.   

I command the spirit of satan to release all its rights to me, to my mind, to my flesh, to my 
personality, to my spirit, and to my emotions. I command it to submit to the Word of God and 
the Blood of the Lamb and leave and go to the pit now. 

 


